**The New Book of Knowledge** contains general reference and current events articles for Elementary School Students and higher.

**Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia** contains rich media content, general reference and current events articles for Middle School.

**The Encyclopedia Americana** contains in-depth reference and current events articles for High School Students and up.

**Amazing Animals of the World** contains information on over 1200 animals and their habitats. For Elementary and Middle School Students.

**Find it Fast** allows the user to search all four encyclopedias at the same time.

**World Newspapers** offers access to the current issue of newspapers from around the world in 73 different languages.

**This clickable, interactive Atlas** contains over 1200 maps and photos, all of which link back to related articles in Grolier’s encyclopedias.
Double click on any word, click the **Dictionaries** button to automatically find the meaning and pronunciation.

The **Read Aloud** feature highlights each word as it reads it, allowing users to read along.

Clicking the **Periodicals** link brings up a list of full text magazine articles on the same topic.

Clicking on **Weblinks** will open a list of safe and reliable web sites on the same topic.

Each encyclopedia has its own unique resources, games and features to explore.